
THERA PUTTY EXERCISES FOR HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

Hand therapy putty exercises can help you regain dexterity in your hand with a Summary: Download of 5 different bingo
games to play from pre-writing skills to.

This action works different hand muscles to the other activities and also provides a tactile experience. Finger
Curl Practice touching your thumb to each of your fingertips, starting with your index finger and moving
down toward your pinky. Bonus: Download our free Stroke Rehab Exercises ebook. This is a favourite game
at our house and can be as difficult or simple as you want it to be. Wrist Side Movement Place your affected
hand palm-down on the table and use your other hand to bend your wrist side-to-side. Then, once all the
objects are in your hand, practice putting them down one by one. Stamping This activity involves fine motor
work and also builds other skills such as literacy. Then, practice curling your fingers in to grasp the bottle or
can, and then relax. Stamping words and then smoothing them out flat again works many different fine motor
skills. Grip And Release Take a pen and place it on a table. Hand strength is an important area of development
when you consider how many things we use our hands for in daily living. In the same way that certain
physical activities can build our gross motor strength so to can we build on fine motor strength. Stretching
Exercises for Extremely Stiff or Paralyzed Hands For those with paralyzed hands from neurological injury like
stroke, you should start with passive exercise. We hope you find them useful on your road to recovery. This
will move the ball up and down your hand in a somewhat straight motion. Wrist Extension and Flexion With
your forearm on a table, let your hand hang off the side of the table with your palm down. You should feel this
stretch all the way up your inner arm. Then, practice moving your thumb over to your pinky side, as if you
were signaling the number 4. Not only is this game fun but it also builds hand strength, co-ordination and
develops fine motor skills. Everything from climbing, dressing ourselves, holding a pencil or brushing our
teeth requires certain muscle development and endurance. Then, repeat on the other side. Then, practice
bending your wrist up and down. Then, practice gripping the pen with your affected hand and move it across
the table. Rotation Hand Therapy Exercise Take a pen, and try rotating it around your middle finger, using
your thumb, index, and ring finger to help you manipulate the pen. These are activities we do in our own
home, not part of a recommended therapy schedule or sensory diet. Continue to move your thumb back and
forth between these 2 positions. Squeezing and manipulating the putty when she is feeling stressed or easily
distracted in class provides her with the sensory input she needs to stay on task. Once the putty has been
smoothed out there are many activities you can build to, such as stamping, writing in the putty using a pencil
or wooden skewer, or using beads to create pictures and words. Finger Squeeze Squeeze the ball between two
fingers â€” any two fingers you please.


